ATTACHMENT 1
EPA INTERPRETATION ON THE SHIPMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
TO AN EXEMPT WASTEWATER TREATMENT UNIT
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~r. Ph1111~ J. 5part.a
Aaaiatant Menaqinq Director
F.nviron~ntal "r'•c:hnolo~ South•••t
1~19 Albert ~tr••t
Jackaonville, Flori~• J2202

Thi• 11 in r••pona• to your letter of 3anuary 21, 1917
reaardino t.h• part.icicat.ion of a waat.ewat.er t.reat-nt ul\it. in the
Manif

••t

sy•t....

Althoaoh you war• previoualy intor.ed that a ,.nerator of
waat• may de1iqnat• a vutewater t.reat99nt unit on the
MAnif .. t. aa a facility allowed to acc:.pt. thi• waate; we now
beli••• the pr••iou• interpret.at.ion i• incorrect. In ,.rtic:ul.&r,
under 40 ~ Cf2'~·1(q)(6) and 210.1(e)(2), th• •ub9tant1ve
require11Wnt• of Part. 26' and the permit requir... 11t1 of Part 270
do not apph' to owner• or operator• of vut.vat.er. t.reaU..nt <:..unit.a.
T'\e interim atatua requirelftenLI ot Part 2•5 alao do not. aPPlY to ·
auc:h uni ta. (I•• 'O C11l f 26 5 .1 ( c: )( 10). )
.
· ·
~asardoua

!'PA'• .. nif••t ayat.. . requlat.iona ('° CPll ff2•2.20(b) and
2g1.21> require that a ten•rator •end ha&ardoua wut.e oaly to a
•de11onat.ed facility.• Aa provided in"f260.10, a d••itnat•d
facility 1aaat have an F.PA per.it., interim •t.atua, or a para.it
!rOftl an authorised St.ate, or .a•t be a facility re,ulated under
t~a ·~•cial prp•i1iona of f261.6(c:)(2).
lec:aa•• va•t.watar
- treat.nent faci11U••· other than publicly owned t.raat11a11t work•
CP<:"TW1) that are penaitted-by•rul• under f270.60, ...t none of
th••• c:ondition1, they cannot be liated •• a d••itnated facility,
an~ therefore, t.hey cannot rec.iYe h&&ardou• vute frotl off·•ite •
. I a~l~i1• fer any prcblen cur 11nri.ou• interpretation .a ay ·

~•v• c:au••~

you. Plau• contact Michael Petru1ka or C:&rclyn larl•Y
ataff at. (~2) 415-~~Sl if you have additional queation1
on thi1 "'-ttar.
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ATTACHMENT 2
REGULATORY ANALYSIS
This attachment presents the regulatory analysis of the management of terminal tank
bottom water and truck loading area water if product recovery operations do not take
place on-site and the streams are managed as follows :
(1) These materials can be shipped to a petroleum refinery or other product
terminal as an off-specification or contaminated petroleum product. Through an
oil/water separation process at the receiving refinery or terminal site, the
product would be separated from the water.to separate the liquid material into
the same constituent parts through an oil/water separation process. The
recovered product would be placed into the refining process or used as a fuel.
The water would be managed in compliance with the Clean Water Act. The
refinery or off-site terminal would not be permitted to accept hazardous wastes
from off-site sources.
(2) Another option would be to ship the material to a third party reclaimer to
conduct oil/water separation operations The reclaimed hydrocarbons would be
used for their intended purpose, as a fuel. The water would be managed in
compliance with the Clean Water Act. Firms to be used for such reclamation
activities would typically not be permitted to accept hazardous wastes.
Each of these options involve the recovery of useable petroleum product and the
management of all residues from the recovery process in strict compliance with
applicable rules and regulations. The following discussion summarizes the potential
regulatory status of shipping the subject terminal streams for reclamation off-site.

40 CFR 261 .2 defines a solid waste as any discarded or abandoned material.
Contaminated waters that are processed to reclaim a finished fuel product are
neither abandoned nor discarded. 40 CFR 261 .2 also identifies five types of
recycled materials that are solid wastes : spend materials, sludges, scrap
metals, commercial chemical products. and by-products.
40 CFR 261.1 (c)(1) defines a spent material as having been used and no
longer is able to serve its original purpose without further processing . Spent
solvents would fall under this definition. Clearly, water or solids containing
unused petroleum product are not spent materials.
40 CFR 261 .1(c)(2) defines sludges as being solid, semi-solid or liquid waste
generated from a wastewater treatment plant, water supply treatment plant or air
pollution control facility, excluding treated effluent from a wastewater
treatment plant. Clearly, water or solids containing unused petroleum product
are not sludges.
Obviously, none of the subject terminal streams are scrap metal.
Commercial chemical products are another type of recycled material that can be
regulated as a solid waste. The residual petroleum fuels that are contained in

the subject terminal streams would most likely be considered commercial
chemical products under the regulations due to their constituent components,
and therefore, would be considered an off-specification commercial chemical
product.
40 CFR 261 .2 (c)(2)(ii) states:
..... commercial chemical products listed in 261.33 are not solid wastes if
they are themselves fuels.
40 CFR 261.2 (c)(3) states :
.. .. .materials noted with a"*" in column 3 of Table 1 are solid wastes
when reclaimed.
Note that there is no "*" in column 3 of Table 1 for commercial chemical
products listed in 40 CFR §261 .33.
The USEPA has indicated in the January 4, 1985 issue of the Federal Register
(50 Fed . Reg page 630) that materials intentionally produced for a commercial
market and suitable as-is are not considered by-products. The agency further
explained :
Off-specification fuels burned for energy recovery are also not byproducts, and so would not be considered to be wastes under this
provision . An example .. . was natural gas pipeline condensate. The
condensate contains many of the same hydrocarbons found in liquefied
natural gas ... that have energy value ... This condensate is not considered
to be a waste when burned for energy recovery. (50 Fed . Reg. page 630,
Footnote 18.)
Based on the language from the Federal Register promulgating Part 261, there
are sound reasons why tank bottom waters and loading rack runoff containing
recoverable hydrocarbons can be considered an off-specification commercial
product. Assuming this classification to be correct, the fuel exclusion at 40 CFR
2611.2(c) (2) (ii) would apply.
Although Phillips believes that the subject terminal streams are best
characterized as off-specification commercial chemical product, it could be
argued that they are by-products of the terminal operations.
40 CFR 261 .1(c) (3) defines a by-product as a material that is not one of
the primary products of a production process and is not solely or
separately produced by the production process. Examples are process
residues such as slags or distillation column bottoms.
Table I, in 261 .2, establishes the circumstances in which a by-product
becomes a solid waste. A by-product becomes a solid waste when used
in a manner constituting disposal, when used for energy recovery or as a

fuel, when reclaimed (for wastes listed in Part 261.31 or 261.32) and
when accumulated speculatively.
Part 261.2 (c) states that recycling/reclaiming of unlisted by-products is
not a regulated activity unless:
The unlisted by-product is recycled by being
(a) placed on the land .... (b) incorporated into a
product that is placed on the land .... (c) burned
as a fuel, (d) incorporated into a fuel, or (e)
accumulated speculatively.
If the by-product containing recoverable petroleum is not placed on the land,
accumulated speculatively, burned as a fuel or incorporated into a fuel, it is not
solid waste and, therefore, not subject to regulation . The petroleum contained
in the by-product is already a refined, finished fuel product. Since the subject
terminal streams are not placed on the land or accumulated speculatively, the
issue is whether the regulations cover finished fuel products within the
meanings of "burned as a fuel" or "incorporated into a fuel." If the regulations do
not encompass finished fuel products within these meanings, the
reclamation of recoverable petroleum from non-listed by-products is not
regulated by Part 261.2.
In the January 4, 1985 issue of the Federal Register (50 Fed. Reg. page
629) USEPA addresses the issue of "burned as a fuel" or "incorporated into a
fuel" In this reference the USEPA explained which by-products are wastes
when burned as fuels:
It is our opinion that by-products that are unlike commercial fuels because they are residual materials not intentionally produced,
and significantly different in composition from fossil fuels - are
wastes when burned as fuels.
The hydrocarbons reclaimed from the subject terminal streams constitute a
finished commercial fuel; consequently, they are not unlike commercial fuels.
Moreover, they are intentionally produced as commercial fuels. Consequently,
they are not solid wastes and, if they are not solid wastes, they cannot be
considered hazardous wastes.
Consequently, none of the subject terminal streams are described by any of the five
regulated categories when shipped off-site for reclamation . If a reclaimed material is
not listed in these references, it is not a solid waste. Thus, if a material is not a solid
waste by definition, it cannot be a hazardous waste.
USEPA and some individual states have dealt with many of these questions
previously and copies of their interpretations are presented in Attachment 2-A for your
information and reference.

